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Hubbell’s innovative, patented EdgeConnect technology makes for the fastest terminating devices. 
Strong levered steel springs eliminate screws and keep wires secure. All industrial and commercial wiring 
device categories benefit with EdgeConnect technology for increased performance and productivity.

The Steiner electrical application team can help you select the right product based on your requirements 
for amperage, volts, wattage, number of poles, and wire size.

What is EdgeConnect technology?
Strong levered steel springs inside the device apply pressure 
continuously. They eliminate screws and keep wires secure 
for a reliable connection, even in demanding environments.

Why EdgeConnect devices are better?
Installers get more done in less time. Terminations are user 
ready, simply insert the wire and press the plunger down. 
No torquing, no tools for a fool-proof termination. It keeps 
wires secure but unwires easily. And no exposed screw 
terminals mean enhanced safety!

Learn More Shop EdgeConnect Devices

EdgeConnect™ Technology - Install devices more securely, significantly faster. 

Get done faster! As quick as 11  
seconds per termination. Color-coded 

plungers eliminate confusion.

Instead of loosening, EdgeConnect 
terminations hold wires tighter  

when subjected to vibration and  
temperature cycling.

Compared to UL wire retention 
requirements, EdgeConnect terminations 

offer superior strength over time.
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For more info about Hubbell EdgeConnect™ Technology call 1-800-STEINER  
(783-4637) to speak with a Steiner electrical application specialist. 

Save with any product type
All industrial and commercial wiring device categories benefit with EdgeConnect  

technology for increased performance and productivity. Find out more below.

Twist Lock
Twist-Lock® devices with  

EdgeConnect technology deliver 

rugged performance in any industrial 

setting subject to vibration.

Straight Blade
Straight blade devices with 

EdgeConnect technology transform 

industrial or commercial installation 

with productivity gains.

Switches
Heavy duty switches with  

EdgeConnect technology add “fastest 

installing” benefit to the safest and 

most reliable designs.
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